Let G be a group and S an inverse closed subset of G\{1}. By a Cayley graph Cay(G, S), we mean the graph whose vertex set is the set of elements of G and two vertices x and y are adjacent if x −1 y ∈ S. A group G is called a CI-group if Cay(G, S) ∼ = Cay(G, T ) for some inverse closed subsets S and T of G\{1}, then S α = T for some automorphism α of G. A finite group G is called a BI-group if Cay(G, S) ∼ = Cay(G, T ) for some inverse closed subsets S and T of G\{1},
Introduction and Results
In this paper, every graph is finite and simple, that is, all graphs have a finite number of vertices, they only have undirected edges and they have no loop or multiple edges. Let G be a group and S an inverse closed subset of G * := G\{1}. By a Cayley graph Cay(G, S), we mean the graph whose vertex set is the set of elements of G and two vertices x and y are adjacent if x −1 y ∈ S.
There is a famous relation between complex irreducible characters of a finite group G and spectra of Cayley graphs Cay(G, S) (see [4] , see Theorem 2.1, below). According to the latter result, a character sum s∈S χ(s) on S for any complex irreducible character χ of G is equal to a sum of χ(1) eigenvalues of Cay(G, S).
László Babai [4] has proposed whether the set of character sums of all complex irreducible characters of the same degree is an invariant of Cay(G, S). As we mentioned above, here we only study the simple undirected Cayley graphs. In [1] , various examples of finite groups not satisfying the property mentioned in Problem 1.1 are presented. So we need to name the class of groups satisfying the property. Theorem 1.8. Let G be a finite non-abelian group of order at most 30. Then, G is a BI-group if and only if G is isomorphic to one of the following groups: [18, 4] ),
Preliminaries
The following result of Babai [4] gives a useful relation between spectra of Cayley graphs and the irreducible characters of the underlying group.
Theorem 2.1 ([3, Theorem 3.1]).
Let G be a finite group whose all complex irreducible characters are denoted by χ 1 , . . . , χ h and the degree χ i (1) of χ i is denoted by n i for each i = 1, . . . , h. Suppose S is an inverse closed subset of G * . Then, the spectrum of the Cayley graph Cay(G, S) can be arranged as spec(Cay(G, S)) = {λ ijk | i = 1, . . . , h; j, k = 1, . . . , n i },
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for any positive integer t.
It was shown in [1] that all CI-groups are BI-groups. 
Proof. We may write
for any χ ∈ Irr(G). By [11, Corollary 2.14] , Proof. It follows from Corollary 2.4 and the fact that the complement of a disconnected graph is a connected graph, that G is a BI-group if and only if Cay(G, S) is a BI-graph for all inverse closed subsets S of G * such that G = S . Now, if |S| < |G| 2 − 1, then |S c | > |G| 2 and so G = S c S c . In particular, G = S c . This completes the proof.
With the aid of the following codes written in GAP [18] , one can check whether a given finite group is a BI-group or not.
The function M determines whether for two given inverse closed subsets S and T without nontrivial element of a group g and a given positive integer v,
or not. The function BIn determines for each character degree v of a given finite group g all pairs (S, T ) of inverse closed subsets of a given size n of g such that Cay(g, S) ∼ = Cay(g, T ) and
The function BI determines whether or not a given finite group g is a BI-group by giving all pairs (S, T ) and positive integers v such that Cay(g, S) ∼ = Cay(g, T ) and
LoadPackage("Grape"); M:=function(g,S,T,v) local S1,T1,Xv,MSv,MTv,C; C:=ConjugacyClasses(g); S1:=List(S,j->Filtered(
MSv:=Set(List(Xv,i->Sum(S1,j->i[j]))); MTv:=Set(List(Xv,i->Sum(T1,j->i[j]))); return MSv=MTv; end;
BIn:=function(g,n) local SS,TT,GG,NG,NN; SS:=Filtered(Combinations(Difference(Elements(g),[One(g)]),n),i-> Set(i,k->k^-1)=i); TT:=Set(Filtered(SS, i->GroupWithGenerators(i)=g)); GG:=Filtered(Combinations( TT,2 ),i->IsIsomorphicGraph (CayleyGraph(g,i [1] ),CayleyGraph(g,i[2]))); NG:=List(Set( Irr( g ), DegreeOfCharacter ),i-
3. Proof of Theorem 1.5 Definition 3.1.
(1) Let Γ be a graph. We denote by spec(Γ) = (µ l1 1 , µ l2 2 , . . . , µ l k k ) the spectrum of Γ [7] , where µ i 's are all distinct (real) eigenvalues of Γ and l i is the multiplicity of µ i for i = 1, . . . , k.
(2) Let G be a finite group. We denote by S k the set of all elements of order k in S ⊂ G. So, if {l 1 , . . . , l r } be the set of orders of elements of S, then
In any case, |S| is the unique largest eigenvalue of Γ.
Proof. The group G has five conjugacy classes: G 1 , G 2 and G 5 are the conjugacy classes consisting of all elements of G of order 1, 2 and 5, respectively; there are two conjugacy classes denoted by G 41 and G 42 whose elements are of order 4 and if x is an element of order 4, then x and
and note that S 4 = S 41 ∪ S 42 . Table 1 is the character table of G. 
Character sums invariant but not Cayley isomorphism Now by Theorem 2.1, all eigenvalues of Γ corresponding to linear characters χ 1 , . . . , χ 4 of G are as follows:
So λ 3 = λ 4 . Since Γ is a connected |S|-regular graph, it follows from [7, Proposition 1.1.2] that µ 1 := λ 1 = |S| is the unique largest eigenvalue of Γ. Thus, 1 occurs precisely one time in the multiplicity type of spectrum of Γ. By Theorem 2.1, there is a multiset Λ := {λ 5 , . . . , λ 20 } of 16 eigenvalues of Γ corresponding to the character ψ of degree 4 such that the multiplicity of each λ ∈ Λ in Λ is 4, 8, 12 or 16; note that the latter multiplicity is counted in Λ and not in the spectrum of Γ. If λ 2 = λ 3 , it follows from the above information that Γ has the spectrum of the first type; otherwise the spectrum of Γ is of the second type. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. It follows from [13, Theorem 1.1] that the group G is not a CI-group.
To prove that G is a BI-group, by Proposition 2.5, it is enough to show that M S ν = M T ν for every irreducible character degree ν of G and for all inverse closed subsets S and T of G * such that Cay(G, S) ∼ = Cay(G, T ) and G = S = T .
First, note that ν ∈ {1, 4} and
and similarly
Since Cay(G, S) ∼ = Cay(G, T ), spec(Cay(G, S)) = spec(Cay(G, T )). By Theorem 3.2, it follows that
Therefore,
and so M S ν = M T ν for all ν. This completes the proof. Then the spectrum of Γ is one of the following four cases:
where k, k , k , l i and n are integers in {0, . . . , 6}.
Proof.
The group H has 7 conjugacy classes: H 1 , H 2 and H 7 are the conjugacy classes consisting of all elements of H of order 1, 2 and 7, respectively; the elements of order i ∈ {3, 6} of H are partitioned into two conjugacy classes denoted by H i1 and H i2 and if x is an element of order i, then x and x −1 are not conjugate. Let S ij = S ∩ H ij for i = 3, 6 and j = 1, 2; so S −1 i1 = S i2 for i = 3, 6. According to Definition 3.1,
and note that S 3 = S 31 ∪ S 32 , |S 31 | = |S 32 |, S 6 = S 61 ∪ S 62 and |S 61 | = |S 62 |. Table 2 is the character table of H.
Here, ζ l = e 2πi/l (l = 3, 6). 
Character sums invariant but not Cayley isomorphism
Now by Theorem 2.1, all eigenvalues of Γ corresponding to irreducible characters χ 1 , . . . , χ 6 of H are as follows:
So λ 3 = λ 4 and λ 5 = λ 6 . Since Γ is a connected |S|-regular graph, it follows from [7, Proposition 1.1.2] that µ 1 := λ 1 = |S| is the unique largest eigenvalue of Γ.
By Theorem 2.1, there exists a multiset Λ := {λ 7 , . . . , λ 42 } of 36 eigenvalues of Γ corresponding to the character ψ of degree 6 such that the multiplicity of each λ ∈ Λ in Λ is a multiple of 6; note that the latter multiplicity is counted in Λ and not in the spectrum of Γ. Now, we must distinguish five cases to obtain the multiplicities of eigenvalues λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 , λ 5 , λ 6 : Case 1. λ 2 , λ 3 and λ 5 are pairwise distinct. Then Γ has the spectrum of the first type (1). Case 2. λ 2 = λ 3 = λ 5 . Then Γ has the spectrum of the second type (2) . This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. It follows from [13, Theorem 1.1] that the group H is not a CI-group.
To prove that H is a BI-group, by Proposition 2.5, it is enough to show that M S ν = M T ν for every irreducible character degree ν of H and for all inverse closed subsets S and T of H * such that Γ := Cay(H, S) ∼ = Cay(H, T ) =: Γ and H = S = T .
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and M S 6 = {−|S 7 |} and similarly
and M T 6 = {−|T 7 |}. Since Γ ∼ = Γ , spec(Γ) = spec(Γ ). By Theorem 4.1, the following cases may happen:
(i) Γ and Γ have the same spectrum as type (1) in Theorem 4.1;
(ii) Γ has and Γ have the same spectrum as type (2); (iii) Γ and Γ have the same spectrum as type (3); (iv) Γ and Γ have the same spectrum as type (4); (v) Γ and Γ have the same spectrum as type (5); (vi) spec(Γ) is of type (3) and spec(Γ ) is of type (4).
By Theorem 4.1, M S
1 is the set of eigenvalues of Γ having the multiplicity 6k + for some non-negative integer k and positive integer ≤ 5. The similar statement is true for M T 1 and so M S 1 = M T 1 in all cases (i)-(vi). Now, it remains to prove that M S 6 = M T 6 or equivalently |S 7 | = |T 7 |. With the notations of Theorem 4.1, let µ i := µ i (Γ) and µ i := µ i (Γ ). According to the above cases (i)-(vi), we distinguish the following cases: (i) Γ and Γ have the same spectrum as type (1) in Theorem 4.1;
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Character sums invariant but not Cayley isomorphism If (I) happens, then as the matrix
(ii) Γ and Γ have the same spectrum as type (2) in Theorem 4.1;
(iii) Γ and Γ have the same spectrum as type (3) in Theorem 4.1;
(iv) Γ and Γ have the same spectrum as type (4) in Theorem 4.1;
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A. Abdollahi & M. Zallaghi (v) Γ and Γ have the same spectrum as type (5) in Theorem 4.1;
(vi) Γ has the spectrum as type (3) and Γ has the same spectrum but as type (4) in Theorem 4.1, conversely is true if Γ has the spectrum as type (4) and Γ has the same spectrum but as type (3);
Therefore, in all of the cases, one may conclude that |S 7 | = |T 7 |; this completes the proof.
Remark 4.2.
It can be proved that the cases (i)-II and (vi) will not happen in the proof of Theorem 1.6. Table 3 .
